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Abstract
Title of Dissertation: RESONANT ACOUSTIC WAVE ASSISTED SPIN-TRANSFERTORQUE SWITCHING OF NANOMAGNETS
By Austin Reid Roe
A thesis submitted in partial fulfilment of the requirements for the degree of Master of Science at
Virginia Commonwealth University.
Virginia Commonwealth University, 2019.
Major Director: Jayasimha Atulasimha, Professor, Department of Mechanical and Nuclear
Engineering
We studied the possibility of achieving an order of magnitude reduction in the energy dissipation
needed to write bits in perpendicular magnetic tunnel junctions (p-MTJs) by simulating the
magnetization dynamics under a combination of resonant surface acoustic waves (r-SAW) and
spin-transfer-torque (STT). The magnetization dynamics were simulated using the LandauLifshitz-Gilbert equation under macrospin assumption with the inclusion of thermal noise. We
studied such r-SAW assisted STT switching of nanomagnets for both in-plane elliptical and
circular perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) nanomagnets and show that while thermal
noise affects switching probability in in-plane nanomagnets, the PMA nanomagnets are relatively
robust to the effect of thermal noise. In PMA nanomagnets, the resonant magnetization dynamics
builds over few 10s of cycles of SAW application that drives the magnetization to precess in a
cone with a deflection of ~45⁰ from the perpendicular direction. This reduces the STT current
density required to switch the magnetization direction without increasing the STT application time

vi

or degrading the switching probability in the presence of room temperature thermal noise. This
could lead to a pathway to achieve energy efficient switching of spin-transfer-torque random
access memory (STT-RAM) based on p-MTJs whose lateral dimensions can be scaled
aggressively despite using materials with low magnetostriction by employing resonant excitation
to drive the magnetization away from the easy axis before applying spin torque to achieve a
complete reversal.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Random access memory (RAM) enables processors to store data for short-term, high-speed use.
Specifically, RAM allows the computer processor to quickly pull (read) and store (write) data
during computations. The most common type of RAM is dynamic RAM (DRAM) and comprises
a transistor and a capacitor. These simple devices are relatively inexpensive and packed densely,
leading to high capacity modules. DRAM, however, needs to be constantly refreshed with a ~60
ns access time. A faster RAM is available in the form of static RAM (SRAM). SRAM allows for
must faster access times compared to DRAM (~10 ns) but comprises of six transistors per bit.
These more complex structures make SRAM much more expensive and less dense than DRAM
and are therefore only commonly found on the level 2 and level 3 cache of a CPU [1].
Unfortunately, SRAM (like DRAM) is volatile memory and is unable to hold its data when power
is switched off. Therefore, current research has focussed on developing non-volatile memories that
can store information even when the power is switched off. Flash RAM is the most common form
of non-volatile RAM. This RAM, while being non-volatile, has issues after 100,000 write cycles
leading to deterioration and lowered performance [2].

1.1 Non-Volatile Magnetic RAM (MRAM): Transistor based devices have several drawbacks,
one of the largest being the volatility of the stored memory. Power to these devices must be
maintained. Once power is lost, the charge of these devices will leak, and the stored data will be
erased. One of the current solutions to overcome this issue of volatility, is the use of a magnetic
tunnel junction (MTJ). A magnetic tunnel junction is composed of several layers, the three main
ones being a hard (fixed) magnetic layer, a thin tunnel barrier, and a soft (free) magnetic layer.
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These MTJs store information encoded in the magnetization orientation of the nanomagnetic soft
layer, which are able to maintain their state even when power is switched off. However, the many
years of head start that the transistor has had over the MTJ has allowed for aggressive optimization
of the complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) transistor technology, making it
extremely energy efficient compared to switching MTJs with spin polarized current. Hence,
current state of the art spin-transfer-torque random access memory (STT-RAM) needs to be
switched in a more energy efficient manner.
Current state of the art technology for STT-RAM devices is able to scale down to similar
dimensions compared to that of conventional CMOS RAM. However, even when scaled, the
energy dissipated by these devices is roughly 1000 times larger than that of the CMOS devices.
For example, an experimental demonstration of STT-RAM device scaled to 11 nm lateral
dimensions required ~100 fJ/bit [3] to switch the magnetization of the soft layer, compared to the
~100 aJ/bit energy required to switch CMOS devices [4]. This large energy dissipation leads to
very inefficient magnetic memory devices.

1.2 Switching Schemes: MTJ switching, while similar in outcome, function in a variety of ways.
Writing data to these MTJs is implemented through the switching of the magnetization of the soft
magnetic layer in the MTJ. Most MTJs consist of the same structure between contacts; a fixed
magnetic hard layer to polarize the current, a thin tunnel barrier, and a soft magnetic layer (Figure
1.1) that is switched using various methods. Reading of data written to these MTJs is performed
by sensing the MTJ resistance. When the two magnetic layers have parallel magnetization
orientations, the resistance to the current is low, however when the magnetization orientation of
the soft layer is different (antiparallel) to that of the hard layer, there is a much larger resistance.
2

STT Write
Current

Soft (Free) Layer
Tunnel Barrier
Hard (Fixed) Layer

Figure 1.1: General structure of a magnetic tunnel junction.

These differing resistances represent the “1” and “0” bits of the stored data. Switching of the soft
magnetic layer is typically achieved using one of these methods: spin-transfer-torque (STT), spinorbit torque (SOT), voltage controlled magnetic anisotropy (VCMA), use of strain from either
applying an electric field to a piezoelectric substrate or strain when surface acoustic waves (SAW)
propagate on a piezoelectric substrate.
Spin-transfer-torque (STT) involves applying a current through the hard magnetic layer to polarize
electrons that subsequently exert a torque on the magnetization of the soft layer to switch its
direction. This differs from a normal read operation as the current for a read operation is much
lower than would be needed to switch the magnetization of the soft layer. However, as discussed
previously, the energy dissipation to switch STT based MTJ devices is 1000 times higher than that
needed to switch current CMOS devices. This could prevent the widespread adoption of pure
current driven spin transfer torque (STT) switching that were proposed about 20 years ago [5]–[7].
A newer technology that addresses some of the shortcomings of STT is spin-orbit torque (SOT)
induced switching [8]–[10]. However, it results in a 3-terminal memory device that could impede
aggressive scaling. Voltage controlled magnetic anisotropy is another mechanism for switching
3

that utilizes an electric field to switch the nanomagnet instead of current. This rotation can be
assisted through coupling with spin-orbit torque or another form of magnetic field. The use of
voltage in place of current allows for lower energy dissipation for switching.
Strain generated from a piezoelectric can also be used to alter the magnetization of a nanomagnet
of a magnetostrictive material through its magnetomechanical coupling. Figure 1.2 describes the
straintronics process in which switching of nanomagnets can be achieved through the use of dipole
coupling in conjunction with strain. These schemes, while extremely energy efficient, require
complex structures, or must be combined with other methods to achieve switching.
Strain generated via surface acoustic waves (SAW) can also be used to write a bit in an MTJ [11]
by controlling the magnetization of its soft magnetostrictive layer. SAW can be created from an

Figure 1.2: Straintronics switching with dipole coupling showing complete reversal of the magnetization.
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interdigitated transducer (IDT) fabricated on a piezoelectric substrate which typically produces
Rayleigh (transverse) waves. Rotating the magnetization through the use of SAW is very energy
efficient, however, only a ~90° rotation is possible unless dipole coupling [12] or sequential stress
along multiple directions is used [13].

1.3 Scaling Issues with Strain: Mixed mode SAW and STT is a potential alternative to
overcoming the large write energy requirement of STT and complexity of SAW devices. Previous
efforts have explored this concept in nanomagnets with in-plane magnetization using low
frequency SAW [14], which allows for the quasistatic rotation of the magnetization to an
approximately known deflection. STT can be applied to achieve switching once this maximum
deflection is reached. However, this approach requires a much higher magnitude SAW, especially
in scaled nanomagnets as the stress levels required to produce a large deflection of the
magnetization increases with decreased volume of the nanomagnets. This is because the uniaxial
magnetic anisotropy Ku increases to ensure an energy barrier ~1 eV between the “0” and “1” states
(KuΩ ≈ 1 eV, where Ω is the volume). Due to this, mixed mode switching has potential issues
scaling below 100 nm diameter, with Ku = (3/2)*λ*σ, as the diameter of a circular nanomagnet is
decreased by half, the stress (σ) must four times as large to overcome the energy barrier. This issue
persists even if moderately magnetostrictive materials such as FeGa [15], [16] are used and even
if the Gilbert damping is low. High magnetostrictive materials such as Terfenol-D [17] will not
necessarily achieve a larger magnetization deflection with low stress levels due to the bidirectional
coupling between magnetization and strain [18]. This further motivates our resonance approach to
overcome the limitations associated with quasistatic SAW excitation, allowing for competitive
scalability to smaller lateral dimensions.
5

1.4 Motivation for Combined Resonant SAW and STT: As previously described, scaling to
lower dimensions with a combined SAW and STT approach has shown to be impractical due to
the increasing stress amplitude needed to affect the magnetization of these nanomagnets in a way
as to practically assist the switching process. However, these SAW experiments relied on a low
frequency, almost quasistatic, SAW. If the SAW was resonant with the magnetization dynamics
of the nanomagnets, it could allow the deflection of the magnetization to build over several cycles,
the magnetization could reach a point of deflection that could drastically lower the STT current
needed to switch. Figure 1.3 shows the difference between a magnet that was excited by SAW
frequencies of both 11 GHz and 11.25 GHz. This small increase in frequency, to the resonant
frequency, shows a large increase in deflection, building to almost (~70°) completely pointing
along the magnetic hard axis. This drastic difference seen from a slight change in the frequency
motivates our research into a combined resonant SAW (rSAW) and STT approach to create
extremely scalable, low power nanomagnetic switching. While previous work has demonstrated
the use of both SAW [19]–[27] and resonant SAW [28], [29] to manipulate the magnetization of
nanomagnets (to name a few studies, the list is by no means exhaustive), our study is the first to
implement the hybrid approach of using resonant SAW to decrease the write current for STT.

6

Figure 1.3: Difference in the deflection from the easy axis due to applied SAW of 11 and 11.25 GHz.
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Chapter 2: Combined Resonant SAW and STT switching of p-MTJs
To overcome the scalability issues mentioned previously with the mixed mode switching, we study
a hybrid resonant SAW and STT scheme to switch the magnetization of nanomagnets for both inplane and perpendicular-to-plane magnetization. As the magnets are scaled down, more anisotropy
is designed into the magnets so as to negate the increasing effects of thermal fluctuations
experienced by the magnetization. These anisotropies, determined by shape, volume, interface,
and materials, create an energy barrier (Eb) for switching, which we attempt to maintain at E b ≈ 40
kT (1 eV). This larger built-in anisotropy requires a larger strain to reduce the switching barrier.
Where non-resonant/low frequency excitation of the magnetization effectively applies a quasistatic
stress to the magnets. The resonant approach allows the deflection of the magnetization to build
over several cycles, ultimately reaching a maximum deflection higher than that of the quasistatic
stress of the same magnitude. Figure 2.1 demonstrates how these devices can be realized. The
SAW is applied over an entire array of nanomagnets and thus adds very little to the energy

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.1: (a) MTJ array switched with resonant SAW and STT (b) Magnetization dynamics with resonant SAW + STT
switching of in-plane magnetization (c) Magnetization dynamics with resonant SAW + STT switching of out-of-plane
magnetization.
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dissipation per bit switched. Once the nanomagnets have reached maximum deflection (Figure
2.1(b) for in-plane, and (c) for out-of-plane), spin-transfer-torque can be applied to minimize the
spin current required to switch as compared to a non-stressed state.

2.1 Modelling Approach: Modelling of the magnetization dynamics was performed by solving
the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation [30] with inclusion of damping like spin transfer
torque term [31]:
(1 + 𝛼 )

⃑

= −𝛾𝑀⃑ × 𝐻⃑

ℏ

𝛽=

−

𝑀⃑ × 𝑀⃑ × 𝐻⃑

+

𝛽𝜀 𝑀 × (𝑀 × 𝑀)

(1)

(2)

where M is the is the magnetization, γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, α is the Gilbert damping
coefficient, Ms is the saturation magnetization and Mp is the magnetization in the direction of the
STT polarization, ℏ is the Planck constant, μ0 is the permeability of free space, e is the charge of
an electron, J is the current density of the STT, and l th is the thickness of the nanomagnets. The
effective field was calculated from the total energy of the system:
𝐻⃑

=−

(3)

⃑

𝐸=𝐸

+𝐸

𝐸

=

𝐸

= − [𝜆 𝜎𝛺] sin 𝜃 sin 𝜙

𝐸

= 𝐾 cos 𝜃

𝛺𝑁

(4)

+𝐸

_

𝑀 +𝑁

_

𝑀 +𝑁

_

(6)

(7)
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𝑀

(5)

with Ω representing the volume of the nanomagnets, Nd_xx, Nd_yy, and Nd_zz the demagnetization
factors in the respective directions, λs the saturation magnetostriction, σ the stress produced by the
SAW on the nanomagnets, θi and φi the polar and azimuthal angles, respectively, of the
magnetization, and Ks0 the surface anisotropy constant. We note the effective field due to stress is
calculated from purely stress (cyclic tension and compression) due to the SAW. The stress in the
in-plane direction orthogonal to SAW propagation, which sees the opposite stress (cyclic
compression and tension) due to Poisson’s effect, is neglected. This does not change the
magnetization dynamics qualitatively, and only makes the stress amplitude we estimate
conservative (a smaller stress will produce the same effective field if stress in the other direction
is accounted for). Table I lists the values of the material properties of Fe 81Ga19 used in these
simulations. It was chosen as it has moderate magnetostriction and low Gilbert damping [15], [16].

Table I: FeGa material properties

Parameters

Fe0.81Ga0.19

Saturation Magnetization (Ms)

0.8x106 A/m

Gilbert Damping (α)

0.015

Gyromagnetic Ratio (γ)

2.2x105

Magnetostriction (λs)

350 ppm

The magnetization dynamics were simulated as follows. The resonant SAW was applied for
several nanoseconds to build the maximum deflection of the magnetization. The magnitude of the
SAW was chosen so that no switching from purely SAW excitation occurs. When the maximum
deflection was reached, the minimum STT current density needed to maintain low switching error
probability (for example, 99.9% switching in case of out-of-plane switching limited by the number
10

of computations we could perform) was applied. The time of removal of the SAW (as long as this
was after STT application was completed) made no difference to the final switching probability

2.2 In-Plane Switching with SAW and STT: Initial simulation was conducted using elliptical
nanomagnetic disks with in-plane magnetic anisotropy as shown in Figure 2.1(b) with dimensions
of 40 x 30 nm along the easy and hard axis, respectively, and a thickness of 6 nm. SAW was
applied to the nanomagnets and the resonant frequency, which creates the maximum deflection
from the magnetic easy axis at the given SAW magnitude, was found. The SAW frequency was
found to be double that of the frequency at which the magnetization precesses about the easy axis
(Figure 2.2). When the magnet is compressed along its long (easy) axis, the magnetization rotates
towards the magnetic hard axis on one side, and when a tensile stress is applied, the magnetization
returns to the easy axis. This process is repeated with magnetization moving towards the opposite

Figure 2.2: Magnetization dynamics of an in-plane nanomagnet with SAW illustrating the doubling of the applied
frequency to resonate with one cycle of the motion of the magnetization.

hard axis in the next cycle, leading to a doubling of the frequency for the applied SAW. If
resonance is achieved, the deflection of the magnetization from the easy axis will increase until a
11

maximum deflection is reached over a few 10s of cycles, with frequencies around 10 GHz, this
amounts to maximum deflection being reached in as little as a couple of nanoseconds. Without
thermal noise (Figure 2.3(a)), the STT current density required (15x10 11 A/m2 with a SAW of 23
MPa at 10.7 GHz) is lowered drastically compared to when no SAW is applied. To achieve
switching in the same time without the application of SAW, a current density ~3 times larger was
needed. This translates to nearly one order of magnitude lower energy (3 times current is 9 times

(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 2.3: In-plane magnetization dynamics simulations with (a) no thermal noise, (b) resonant SAW and STT, and
(c) STT only and no SAW. NOTE: Angle shown is the azimuthal angle φ with ~90° degree being the initial
orientation and both ~270° and ~ -90° representing a successful switch, while return to ~90° degree being an
unsuccessful switching event. MATLAB code for (b) and (c) shown in Appendix 1.
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write energy, assuming similar application time). However, in the in-plane case, this potential
energy saving is severely negated by thermal noise effects as discussed next.

2.3 Thermal Noise: The magnitude of the STT current density needed to achieve 99% switching
of the magnetization from the positive to the negative y-axis in the presence of thermal noise and
applied SAW of 10 MPa at 9.42 GHz was 10x1011 A/m2, shown in Figure 2.3(b). Now when the
SAW was removed the same current density magnitude sufficed to achieve 99% switching,
indicating that the SAW was not helping lower the STT write current for the in-plane switching in
the presence of thermal noise (Figure 2.3(c)). This can be explained as follows.
Prior to STT application, a large difference can be seen between the deflection of the magnetization
from the thermal noise without SAW to that with thermal noise with SAW. This indicates that the
SAW indeed produced higher deflection even with the thermal noise. However, once STT of
sufficient magnitude is applied, there is no difference in switching probability between the noSAW and SAW case. In previous calculations without thermal noise, it was possible to determine
apriori the specific timing to apply the STT so that the magnetization is at a point of maximum
deflection. However, due to thermal fluctuations, while there is higher deflection with SAW, the
inability to apply STT at the maximum deflection (Figure 2.4) negated the benefit of any added
deflection from the SAW and no difference was seen between the switching probability in the two
cases, as shown in Figure 2.3(b) and 2.3(c).
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Figure 2.4: Simulation of in-plane magnetization dynamics with thermal effects showing how thermal fluctuations
affect timing of the application of the STT.

2.4 Out-of-Plane Switching with SAW and STT: To address the issue of having to time when
the STT was applied, as in the in-plane case, magnets with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy were
simulated. Simulation of the magnetization dynamics of cylindrical disks with a diameter of 50
nm and thickness 1.5 nm with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy is shown in Figure 2.1 (c).
Initially, the magnetization points in the out-of-plane direction (+z-axis), and a continuous SAW
was applied across the magnets to find the resonant frequency, which is dependent on the
anisotropy of the nanomagnets and magnitude of the SAW (as the oscillation is non-linear). This
SAW applies compression and tension along the y-axis of the nanomagnet (and vice versa along
the x-axis). This cyclical stressing on the magnet rotates the magnetization from pointing directly
out-of-plane to begin to precess about the z-axis, as shown in Figure 2.1(c). As a result of the
resonant SAW, the magnetization precesses further from the z-axis and the cone of rotation
becomes larger as the magnetization approaches the x-y plane of the nanomagnet.

14

Once the maximum deflection of the magnetization from the out-of-plane direction was achieved,
spin-transfer-torque is applied. As in the previous case, once the magnetization is switched and the
STT current is withdrawn, the SAW can be concurrently removed or continued to run for a few
cycles before withdrawal as it is not enough to switch the magnetization on its own.
Previously with the in-plane calculations, the inability to selectively apply the STT when the
deflection was at a maximum was an issue. However, the manner in which the magnetization
precesses around the out-of-plane axis eliminates the need to time the application of the spin
torque. This is because for a given polar deflection, θ of the magnetization, which is reached and
stabilized after a few cycles, the azimuthal angle, φ shown in Figure 2.1 at which the magnetization
is oriented when the STT is applied does not affect its efficacy. Once stabilized, the STT is applied
to switch the magnetization with regards to θ, therefore, φ can be at any point in the precession
about the z-axis.
Figure 2.5(a) shows the effect of SAW on deflection of the magnetization with and without thermal
fluctuations. Without any SAW, thermal noise alone deflects the magnetization to a maximum of
~10° from the z-axis. On the other hand, when SAW of 100 MPa at a resonant frequency of 9.95
GHz is applied and the magnetization allowed to build to its maximum deflection, an average
deflection of ~45° is seen in both the presence and absence of thermal noise and is achieved in less
than 2 nanoseconds. The thermal noise merely makes the deviation from the mean deflection of
~45° much higher than the case of precession without thermal noise. Figure 2.5(b) shows the
trajectories of magnetization switching in the presence of thermal noise for applied resonant SAW
and STT. At a fixed current density and STT application time the switching probabilities
(trajectories that switch) are much higher with SAW than without the SAW.

15

2.5 Out-of-Plane Switching Energy Comparison: At a current density of 1.9x1011 A/m2 applied
for 0.7 ns along with a SAW magnitude of 100 MPa at 9.95 GHz, 99.9% of the simulated
nanomagnets successfully switched from the positive to the negative z-axis. Without any SAW, at
this same current density and STT application time, roughly 89% of the magnets switched. This
error could be reduced to 99.9% in the no SAW case if the current density was doubled to 3.8x10 11
A/m2, as shown in Figure 2.5(c). Simulation of SAW at both 30 MPa at 11.36 GHz and 60 MPa at
10.79 GHz was also conducted and a current density of 3x1011 A/m2 and 2.2x1011 A/m2,
respectively, was required to achieve 99.9% switching probability. Keeping the current density
magnitude fixed at 2x1011 A/m2 and adjusting the STT application time yielded similar results.
While previously, 99.9% of nanomagnets switched at 100 MPa and 0.7 ns, the case with no SAW
needed double the amount of time (1.4 ns) to ensure the same switching probability. With required
current density being just half that compared to the case without any SAW, the energy savings are
four times that of the pure STT case.

16

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.5: Out-of-plane magnetization dynamics simulations with (a) comparison of resonant SAW with and without thermal
noise to purely thermal noise and (b) switching of out-of-plane magnetization with resonant SAW and STT (angle shown is the
polar angle, θ) (c) Switching probability vs. STT current density of three different SAW magnitudes as well as for no SAW
applied. NOTE: MATLAB code for (b) and (c) shown in Appendix 2 and 3.
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Chapter 3: Conclusion
In summary, we have shown that application of resonant SAW and STT can be more energy
efficient in switching nanomagnetic soft layer of p-MTJs than switching with only STT. This
process can be further optimized to increase the energy saving and switching time. These
theoretical results could stimulate experimental work, ultimately resulting in the development of
more energy efficient STT-RAM.
While we show a four times improvement in energy dissipation, there is potential for at least an
order of magnitude reduction in STT write current. One potential approach could use lowmoderate magnetostrictive materials with low damping, such as rare earth garnets [32].
Future work could focus on experimental demonstration of this work with perpendicular MTJs,
studying if the switching is robust to edge imperfections, material defects, etc. while being
scalable. Such investigations of this hybrid approach of using rSAW for STT write current
reduction and extreme scalability can lead to MRAM that is competitive with current memory
technologies but at the same time non-volatile.
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APPENDIX
1. MATLAB code for 2.3(b) and 2.3(c)
clc, clear all, close all
tic
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%CONSTRAINTS
T = 300;
%[K] Temperature
sig = 10e6;
%[MPa] Stress applied in the Y-direction, ()=compression
frequency = 4.71e9*2;
%[Hz] Stress Frequency
sttstart = 5e3;
%[ps] Time When STT is Started
stttime = 0.5e3;
%[ps] How Long STT is Applied
sttbuildup = 0e3;
sttrampdown = 0.5e3;
rest = 2e3;
%[ps] Time at End to Allow Magnets to Rest
tf = (sttstart+stttime+rest)*10^-12; %[s] Run Length
stresstime = sttstart+0.3e3;
%[ps] Applied Stress Time
J = -10e11;
P = 0.8;
dif = 6;
%Number of peaks to skip when finding average
m = 20;
%Number of simulations to run
bias = 0;
%Set to 1 for Bias Magnet
%thermal = 0;
%Set to 1 for thermal noise
freqfind = 1;
%Set to 1 to find resonant frequency
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Constants
mu_0 = 4*pi*10^(-7);
%[H/m] Permeability of Free Space
K = 1.3806e-23;
%[m^2*kg/(s^2*K)] Boltzmann Constant
h_bar = (6.634e-34)/(2*pi);
e = 1.6e-19;
% Parameters
a = 40e-9;
%[m] Major Axis Diameter
b = 30e-9;
%[m] Minor Axis Diameter
th = 6e-9;
%[m] Thickness
Omega = 0.25*pi*a*b*th;
%[m^3] Volume
a1 = 102.75e-9;
%[m] Major Axis Diameter
b1 = 98.25e-9;
%[m] Minor Axis Diameter
th1 = 10e-9;
%[m] Thickness
Omega1 = 0.25*pi*a1*b1*th1;
%[m^3] Volume
M_s = 0.8e6;
%[A/m] Saturation Magnetization
alpha = 0.015;
%[-] Gilbert Damping Constant
gamma = 2.2e5;
%[-] Gyromagnetic Ratio
lambda_s = 300e-6;
%[-] Magnetostriction
R = 200e-9;
%[m] Center Distance Between Magnets
% Time
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dt = 1e-12;
%[s] Time Step
n = int16((tf/dt)+1);
%Number of Steps
t = 0:dt:tf+dt;
freq = zeros(m,1);
freq(1) = frequency;
K_eff = 40*(K*T)/(Omega)
K_s0 = (K_eff+mu_0*M_s^2/2)
phimax = zeros(m,1);
phimin = zeros(m,1);
% Shape Anisotropy
N_d_yy = (pi/4)*(th/a)*(1-(1/4)*((a-b)/a)-(3/16)*((a-b)/a)^2);
N_d_xx = (pi/4)*(th/a)*(1+(5/4)*((a-b)/a)+(21/16)*((a-b)/a)^2);
N_d_zz = 1-(pi/4)*(th/a)*(2+((a-b)/a)+(18/16)*((a-b)/a)^2);
N_d_yy1 = (pi/4)*(th1/a1)*(1-(1/4)*((a1-b1)/a1)-(3/16)*((a1-b1)/a1)^2);
N_d_xx1 = (pi/4)*(th1/a1)*(1+(5/4)*((a1-b1)/a1)+(21/16)*((a1-b1)/a1)^2);
N_d_zz1 = 1-(pi/4)*(th1/a1)*(2+((a1-b1)/a1)+(18/16)*((a1-b1)/a1)^2);
Check = N_d_xx+N_d_yy+N_d_zz;
%Check Should = 1
switching = zeros(m,1);
success = zeros(m,1);
barrier = mu_0*M_s^2*(N_d_xx-N_d_yy)/(3*lambda_s);
theta = zeros(n,1);
phi = zeros(n,1);
theta1 = zeros(n,1);
phi1 = zeros(n,1);
m_x = zeros(n,1);
m_y = zeros(n,1);
m_z = zeros(n,1);
m_x1 = zeros(n,1);
m_y1 = zeros(n,1);
m_z1 = zeros(n,1);
var = 2*alpha*K*T/(dt*gamma*M_s*Omega*mu_0);
var1 = 2*alpha*K*T/(dt*gamma*M_s*Omega1*mu_0);
epsilon = P/2;
beta = zeros(n+1,1);
sigma = zeros(n,1);
for j = 1:m
%Initial Conditions
theta(1) = 89.9*pi/180;
phi(1) = 89.84*pi/180;
theta1(1) = 89.9*pi/180;
phi1(1) = 89.9*pi/180;
Magnet

%[rad] Polar Magnetization Angle
%[rad] Azimuthal Magnetization Angle
%[rad] Polar Magnetization Angle of Bias Magnet
%[rad] Azimuthal Magnetization Angle of Bias

m_y(1) = sin(theta(1))*sin(phi(1));
m_x(1) = sin(theta(1))*cos(phi(1));
m_z(1) = cos(theta(1));
m_y1(1) = sin(theta1(1))*sin(phi1(1));
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m_x1(1) = sin(theta1(1))*cos(phi1(1));
m_z1(1) = cos(theta1(1));
thermal_x = sqrt(var)*randn(1,n);
thermal_y = sqrt(var)*randn(1,n);
thermal_z = sqrt(var)*randn(1,n);
thermal_x1 = sqrt(var1)*randn(1,n);
thermal_y1 = sqrt(var1)*randn(1,n);
thermal_z1 = sqrt(var1)*randn(1,n);
for i = 1:n
counting = zeros(n+1,1);
counting(i) = i;
if i <= stresstime
if T > 0
sigma(i) = -sig*cos(2*pi*t(i)*freq(1));
else
sigma(i) = -sig*cos(2*pi*t(i)*freq(j));
end
H_eff_x = bias*(M_s*Omega/(4*pi*R^3))*(2*sin(theta1(i))*...
cos(phi1(i)))M_s*N_d_xx*sin(theta(i))*cos(phi(i))+thermal_x(1,i);
H_eff_y = -bias*(M_s*Omega/(4*pi*R^3))*(sin(theta1(i))*...
sin(phi1(i)))-M_s*N_d_yy*sin(theta(i))*sin(phi(i))+...
(3*lambda_s/(mu_0*M_s))*sigma(i)*sin(theta(i))*sin(phi(i))+thermal_y(1,i);
H_eff_z = -bias*(M_s*Omega/(4*pi*R^3))*(cos(theta1(i)))-...
M_s*N_d_zz*cos(theta(i))+thermal_z(1,i);
else
sigma(i) = 0;
)=compression

%Stress applied in the Y-direction, (-

H_eff_x = bias*(M_s*Omega/(4*pi*R^3))*(2*sin(theta1(i))*...
cos(phi1(i)))M_s*N_d_xx*sin(theta(i))*cos(phi(i))+thermal_x(1,i);
H_eff_y = -bias*(M_s*Omega/(4*pi*R^3))*(sin(theta1(i))*...
sin(phi1(i)))-M_s*N_d_yy*sin(theta(i))*sin(phi(i))+...
(3*lambda_s/(mu_0*M_s))*sigma(i)*sin(theta(i))*sin(phi(i))+thermal_y(1,i);
H_eff_z = -bias*(M_s*Omega/(4*pi*R^3))*(cos(theta1(i)))-...
M_s*N_d_zz*cos(theta(i))+thermal_z(1,i);
end
if i <= sttstart || i > (stttime+sttstart)
beta(i) = 0;
elseif i > sttstart && i <= (sttstart+sttbuildup)
slope = (h_bar*J/(th*M_s*mu_0*e))/(sttbuildup);
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beta(i) = slope*(counting(i)-sttstart);
elseif i > (sttstart+(stttime-sttrampdown)) && i <= (sttstart+stttime)
slope = (h_bar*J/(th*M_s*mu_0*e))/(sttrampdown);
beta(i) = -slope*(counting(i)-(sttstart+stttime));
else
beta(i) = h_bar*J/(th*M_s*mu_0*e);
end
m_x(i) = -gamma*(H_eff_z*sin(theta(i))*sin(phi(i))...
-H_eff_y*cos(theta(i)))...
alpha*gamma*(H_eff_y*sin(theta(i))*cos(phi(i))*sin(theta(i))*sin(phi(i))...
-H_eff_x*(sin(theta(i))*sin(phi(i)))*(sin(theta(i))*sin(phi(i)))...
-H_eff_x*cos(theta(i))*cos(theta(i))...
+H_eff_z*sin(theta(i))*cos(phi(i))*cos(theta(i)))...
+gamma*beta(i)*epsilon*(sin(theta(i))*sin(phi(i)))*(sin(theta(i))*cos(phi(i)));
m_y(i) = -gamma*(H_eff_x*cos(theta(i))...
-H_eff_z*sin(theta(i))*cos(phi(i)))...
-alpha*gamma*(H_eff_z*sin(theta(i))*sin(phi(i))*cos(theta(i))...
-H_eff_y*cos(theta(i))*cos(theta(i))...
-H_eff_y*(sin(theta(i))*cos(phi(i)))*(sin(theta(i))*cos(phi(i)))...
+H_eff_x*sin(theta(i))*cos(phi(i))*sin(theta(i))*sin(phi(i)))...
+gamma*beta(i)*epsilon*(sin(theta(i))*cos(phi(i))*sin(theta(i))*cos(phi(i))+cos(t
heta(i))*cos(theta(i)));
m_z(i) = sqrt(1-(m_y(i)^2+m_x(i)^2));
theta(i+1) =
theta(i)+dt*(m_x(i)*cos(phi(i))+m_y(i)*sin(phi(i)))/cos(theta(i));
phi(i+1) = phi(i)+dt*(m_y(i)*cos(phi(i))m_x(i)*sin(phi(i)))/sin(theta(i));
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Ignore this if no bias magnet
if i <= stresstime
%Bias Magnet Loop
%sigma(i) = -5e6*sin(t(i)*1e9);
H_eff_x1 = bias*(M_s*Omega1/(4*pi*R^3))*(2*sin(theta(i))*...
cos(phi(i)))M_s*N_d_xx1*sin(theta1(i))*cos(phi1(i))+thermal_x1(1,i);
H_eff_y1 = -bias*(M_s*Omega1/(4*pi*R^3))*(sin(theta(i))*...
sin(phi(i)))-M_s*N_d_yy1*sin(theta1(i))*sin(phi1(i))+...
(3*lambda_s/(mu_0*M_s))*sigma(i)*sin(theta1(i))*sin(phi1(i))+thermal_y1(1,i);
H_eff_z1 = -bias*(M_s*Omega1/(4*pi*R^3))*(cos(theta(i)))-...
M_s*N_d_zz1*cos(theta1(i))+thermal_z1(1,i);
else
sigma(i) = 0;
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H_eff_x1 = bias*(M_s*Omega1/(4*pi*R^3))*(2*sin(theta(i))*...
cos(phi(i)))M_s*N_d_xx1*sin(theta1(i))*cos(phi1(i))+thermal_x1(1,i);
H_eff_y1 = -bias*(M_s*Omega1/(4*pi*R^3))*(sin(theta(i))*...
sin(phi(i)))-M_s*N_d_yy1*sin(theta1(i))*sin(phi1(i))+...
(3*lambda_s/(mu_0*M_s))*sigma(i)*sin(theta1(i))*sin(phi1(i))+thermal_y1(1,i);
H_eff_z1 = -bias*(M_s*Omega1/(4*pi*R^3))*(cos(theta(i)))-...
M_s*N_d_zz1*cos(theta1(i))+thermal_z1(1,i);
end
m_x1(i) = gamma*(H_eff_z1*sin(theta1(i))*sin(phi1(i))...
-H_eff_y1*cos(theta1(i)))...
alpha*gamma*(H_eff_y1*sin(theta1(i))*cos(phi1(i))*sin(theta1(i))*sin(phi1(i))...
-H_eff_x1*(sin(theta1(i))*sin(phi1(i)))^(2)...
-H_eff_x1*cos(theta1(i))^(2)...
+H_eff_z1*sin(theta1(i))*cos(phi1(i))*cos(theta1(i)));
m_y1(i) = gamma*(H_eff_x1*cos(theta1(i))...
-H_eff_z1*sin(theta1(i))*cos(phi1(i)))...
-alpha*gamma*(H_eff_z1*sin(theta1(i))*sin(phi1(i))*cos(theta1(i))...
-H_eff_y1*cos(theta1(i))^(2)...
-H_eff_y1*(sin(theta1(i))*cos(phi1(i)))^(2)...
+H_eff_x1*sin(theta1(i))*cos(phi1(i))*sin(theta1(i))*sin(phi1(i)));
m_z1(i) = sqrt(1-(m_y1(i)^2+m_x1(i)^2));
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
theta1(i+1) =
theta1(i)+dt*((m_x1(i)*cos(phi1(i))+m_y1(i)*sin(phi1(i)))/cos(theta1(i)));
phi1(i+1) = phi1(i)+dt*((m_y1(i)*cos(phi1(i))m_x1(i)*sin(phi1(i)))/sin(theta1(i)));
end
sigma(i+1) = 0;
phi = phi*180/pi;
phi1 = phi1*180/pi;
if bias == 1
plot (t,phi,t,phi1)
else
plot (t,phi)
hold on;
end
line([0,tf],[-90,-90],'linestyle','--')
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line([0,tf],[270,270],'linestyle','--')
line([(sttstart)*10^-12,(sttstart)*10^-12],[-135,315],'linestyle',':')
line([(sttstart+stttime)*10^-12,(sttstart+stttime)*10^-12],[135,315],'linestyle',':')
[pks,locs,w,p] = findpeaks(phi);
format long
if freqfind == 1
period1 = locs(2+dif)-locs(1+dif);
period2 = locs(3+dif)-locs(2+dif);
period3 = locs(4+dif)-locs(3+dif);
period4 = locs(5+dif)-locs(4+dif);
period5 = locs(6+dif)-locs(5+dif);
freq(j+1) = 2*1e12/((period1+period2+period3+period4)/4);
end
phimax(j,1) = max(phi(1:sttstart));
phimin(j,1) = min(phi(1:sttstart));
if max(phi) > 180 || min(phi) < 0
switching(j) = 1;
else
switching(j) = 0;
end
if 230 <= phi(end) && phi(end) <= 310
success(j) = 1;
elseif -130 <= phi(end) && phi(end) <= -50
success(j) = 1;
else
success(j) = 0;
end
end
line([0,tf],[90,90],'linestyle','--')
xlabel('Time (ns)')
ylabel('Angle (deg)')
maxphi = max(phimax);
minphi = min(phimin);
avg_phimax = sum(phimax(:,1))/m
avg_phimin = sum(phimin(:,1))/m
Frequencies = freq(1:j)/2;
switching_chance = sum(switching)/m
success_chance = sum(success)/m
figure(2)
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plot (t,sigma)
figure(3)
plot (t,beta(1:i+1))
toc

2. MATLAB code for 2.5(b)
clc, clearvars, close all
tic
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%CONSTRAINTS
T = 300;
%[K] Temperature
sig = 100e6;
%[MPa] Stress applied in the Y-direction, ()=compression
frequency = 9.95e9;
%[Hz] Stress Frequency
freqdiff = 0.0e9;
sttstart = 5e3;
%[ps] Time When STT is Started
stttime = 0.7e3;
%[ps] How Long STT is Applied
sttbuildup = 0e3;
sttrampdown = 0e3;
sttfield = 0e3;
rest = 5e3;
%[ps] Time at End to Allow Magnets to Rest
tf = (sttstart+stttime+rest)*10^-12; %[s] Run Length
stresstime = tf*10^12;
%[ps] Applied Stress Time
J = 1.9e11;
Jlow = 0*-1.5e11;
P = 0.8;
dif = 6;
%Number of peaks to skip when finding average
m = 100;
%Number of simulations to run
bias = 0;
%Set to 1 for Bias Magnet
%thermal = 0;
%Set to 1 for thermal noise
freqfind = 0;
%Set to 1 to find resonant frequency
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Constants
mu_0 = 4*pi*10^(-7);
%[H/m] Permeability of Free Space
K = 1.3806e-23;
%[m^2*kg/(s^2*K)] Boltzmann Constant
h_bar = (6.634e-34)/(2*pi);
e = 1.6e-19;
% Parameters
a = 50e-9;
%[m] Major Axis Diameter
b = 50e-9;
%[m] Minor Axis Diameter
th = 1.5e-9;
%[m] Thickness
Omega = 0.25*pi*a*b*th;
%[m^3] Volume
a1 = 102.75e-9;
%[m] Major Axis Diameter
b1 = 98.25e-9;
%[m] Minor Axis Diameter
th1 = 10e-9;
%[m] Thickness
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Omega1 = 0.25*pi*a1*b1*th1;
%[m^3] Volume
M_s = 0.8e6;
%[A/m] Saturation Magnetization
alpha = 0.015;
%[-] Gilbert Damping Constant
gamma = 2.2e5;
%[-] Gyromagnetic Ratio
lambda_s = 350e-6;
%[-] Magnetostriction
R = 200e-9;
%[m] Center Distance Between Magnets
% Time
dt = 1e-12;
%[s] Time Step
n = int16((tf/dt)+1);
%Number of Steps
t = 0:dt:tf+dt;
freq = zeros(m,1);
freq(1) = frequency;
K_eff = 40*(K*300)/(Omega)
K_s0 = (K_eff+mu_0*M_s^2/2)*th
phimax = zeros(m,1);
phimin = zeros(m,1);
% Shape Anisotropy
N_d_yy = (pi/4)*(th/a)*(1-(1/4)*((a-b)/a)-(3/16)*((a-b)/a)^2);
N_d_xx = (pi/4)*(th/a)*(1+(5/4)*((a-b)/a)+(21/16)*((a-b)/a)^2);
N_d_zz = 1-(pi/4)*(th/a)*(2+((a-b)/a)+(18/16)*((a-b)/a)^2);
N_d_yy1 = (pi/4)*(th1/a1)*(1-(1/4)*((a1-b1)/a1)-(3/16)*((a1-b1)/a1)^2);
N_d_xx1 = (pi/4)*(th1/a1)*(1+(5/4)*((a1-b1)/a1)+(21/16)*((a1-b1)/a1)^2);
N_d_zz1 = 1-(pi/4)*(th1/a1)*(2+((a1-b1)/a1)+(18/16)*((a1-b1)/a1)^2);
Check = N_d_xx+N_d_yy+N_d_zz;
%Check Should = 1
switching = zeros(m,1);
success = zeros(m,1);
barrier = mu_0*M_s^2*(N_d_xx-N_d_yy)/(3*lambda_s)
theta = zeros(n,1);
phi = zeros(n,1);
theta1 = zeros(n,1);
phi1 = zeros(n,1);
m_x = zeros(n,1);
m_y = zeros(n,1);
m_z = zeros(n,1);
m_x1 = zeros(n,1);
m_y1 = zeros(n,1);
m_z1 = zeros(n,1);
var = 2*alpha*K*T/(dt*gamma*M_s*Omega*mu_0);
var1 = 2*alpha*K*T/(dt*gamma*M_s*Omega1*mu_0);
epsilon = P/2;
beta = zeros(n+1,1);
sigma = zeros(n,1);
thetamax = zeros(m,1);
thetamin = zeros(m,1);
avg_final = zeros(m,1);
for j = 1:m
%Initial Conditions
theta(1) = 1*pi/180;
phi(1) = 89.84*pi/180;

%[rad] (90 is in plane) Polar Magnetization Angle
%[rad] Azimuthal Magnetization Angle
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theta1(1) = 89.9*pi/180;
of Bias Magnet
phi1(1) = 89.9*pi/180;
Magnet

%[rad] (90 is in plane) Polar Magnetization Angle
%[rad] Azimuthal Magnetization Angle of Bias

m_y(1) = sin(theta(1))*sin(phi(1));
m_x(1) = sin(theta(1))*cos(phi(1));
m_z(1) = cos(theta(1));
m_y1(1) = sin(theta1(1))*sin(phi1(1));
m_x1(1) = sin(theta1(1))*cos(phi1(1));
m_z1(1) = cos(theta1(1));
thermal_x = sqrt(var)*randn(1,n);
thermal_y = sqrt(var)*randn(1,n);
thermal_z = sqrt(var)*randn(1,n);
thermal_x1 = sqrt(var1)*randn(1,n);
thermal_y1 = sqrt(var1)*randn(1,n);
thermal_z1 = sqrt(var1)*randn(1,n);
for i = 1:n
counting = zeros(n+1,1);
counting(i) = i;
if i <= stresstime
if T > 0
sigma(i) = -sig*sin(2*pi*t(i)*freq(j));
else
sigma(i) = -sig*sin(2*pi*t(i)*freq(j));
end
H_eff_x = -M_s*N_d_xx*sin(theta(i))*cos(phi(i))+thermal_x(1,i);
H_eff_y = -M_s*N_d_yy*sin(theta(i))*sin(phi(i))+...
(3*lambda_s/(mu_0*M_s))*sigma(i)*sin(theta(i))*sin(phi(i))+thermal_y(1,i);
H_eff_z = M_s*N_d_zz*cos(theta(i))+thermal_z(1,i)+2*K_s0*cos(theta(i))/(mu_0*M_s*th);
else
sigma(i) = 0;
)=compression

%Stress applied in the Y-direction, (-

H_eff_x = -M_s*N_d_xx*sin(theta(i))*cos(phi(i))+thermal_x(1,i);
H_eff_y = -M_s*N_d_yy*sin(theta(i))*sin(phi(i))+...
(3*lambda_s/(mu_0*M_s))*sigma(i)*sin(theta(i))*sin(phi(i))+thermal_y(1,i);
H_eff_z = M_s*N_d_zz*cos(theta(i))+thermal_z(1,i)+2*K_s0*cos(theta(i))/(mu_0*M_s*th);
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end
if i <= sttstart || i > (sttstart+stttime+sttfield)
beta(i) = 0;
elseif i > sttstart && i <= (sttstart+sttbuildup)
slope = (h_bar*J/(th*M_s*mu_0*e))/(sttbuildup);
beta(i) = slope*(counting(i)-sttstart);
elseif i > (sttstart+(stttime-sttrampdown)) && i <= (sttstart+stttime)
slope = (h_bar*J/(th*M_s*mu_0*e))/(sttrampdown);
beta(i) = -slope*(counting(i)-(sttstart+stttime));
elseif i > (stttime+sttstart) && i <= (stttime+sttstart+sttfield)
beta(i) = h_bar*Jlow/(th*M_s*mu_0*e);
else
beta(i) = h_bar*J/(th*M_s*mu_0*e);
end
m_x(i) = -gamma*(H_eff_z*sin(theta(i))*sin(phi(i))...
-H_eff_y*cos(theta(i)))...
alpha*gamma*(H_eff_y*sin(theta(i))*cos(phi(i))*sin(theta(i))*sin(phi(i))...
-H_eff_x*(sin(theta(i))*sin(phi(i)))*(sin(theta(i))*sin(phi(i)))...
-H_eff_x*cos(theta(i))*cos(theta(i))...
+H_eff_z*sin(theta(i))*cos(phi(i))*cos(theta(i)))...
+gamma*beta(i)*epsilon*(cos(theta(i))*sin(theta(i))*cos(phi(i)));
m_y(i) = -gamma*(H_eff_x*cos(theta(i))...
-H_eff_z*sin(theta(i))*cos(phi(i)))...
-alpha*gamma*(H_eff_z*sin(theta(i))*sin(phi(i))*cos(theta(i))...
-H_eff_y*cos(theta(i))*cos(theta(i))...
-H_eff_y*(sin(theta(i))*cos(phi(i)))*(sin(theta(i))*cos(phi(i)))...
+H_eff_x*sin(theta(i))*cos(phi(i))*sin(theta(i))*sin(phi(i)))...
+gamma*beta(i)*epsilon*(cos(theta(i))*sin(theta(i))*sin(phi(i)));
m_z(i) = -gamma*(H_eff_y*sin(theta(i))*cos(phi(i))...
-H_eff_x*sin(theta(i))*sin(phi(i)))...
-alpha*gamma*(H_eff_x*sin(theta(i))*cos(phi(i))*cos(theta(i))...
-H_eff_z*sin(theta(i))*cos(phi(i))*sin(theta(i))*cos(phi(i))...
-H_eff_z*(sin(theta(i))*sin(phi(i)))*(sin(theta(i))*sin(phi(i)))...
+H_eff_y*sin(theta(i))*sin(phi(i))*cos(theta(i)))...
gamma*beta(i)*epsilon*(sin(theta(i))*cos(phi(i))*sin(theta(i))*cos(phi(i))...
+sin(theta(i))*sin(phi(i))*sin(theta(i))*sin(phi(i)));
theta(i+1) =
theta(i)+dt*(m_x(i)*cos(phi(i))+m_y(i)*sin(phi(i)))/cos(theta(i));
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phi(i+1) = phi(i)+dt*(m_y(i)*cos(phi(i))m_x(i)*sin(phi(i)))/sin(theta(i));
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Ignore this if no bias magnet
if i <= stresstime
%Bias Magnet Loop
%sigma(i) = -5e6*sin(t(i)*1e9);
H_eff_x1 = bias*(M_s*Omega1/(4*pi*R^3))*(2*sin(theta(i))*...
cos(phi(i)))M_s*N_d_xx1*sin(theta1(i))*cos(phi1(i))+thermal_x1(1,i);
H_eff_y1 = -bias*(M_s*Omega1/(4*pi*R^3))*(sin(theta(i))*...
sin(phi(i)))-M_s*N_d_yy1*sin(theta1(i))*sin(phi1(i))+...
(3*lambda_s/(mu_0*M_s))*sigma(i)*sin(theta1(i))*sin(phi1(i))+thermal_y1(1,i);
H_eff_z1 = -bias*(M_s*Omega1/(4*pi*R^3))*(cos(theta(i)))-...
M_s*N_d_zz1*cos(theta1(i))+thermal_z1(1,i)+2*K_s0*cos(theta(i))/(mu_0*M_s*th);
else
sigma(i) = 0;
H_eff_x1 = bias*(M_s*Omega1/(4*pi*R^3))*(2*sin(theta(i))*...
cos(phi(i)))M_s*N_d_xx1*sin(theta1(i))*cos(phi1(i))+thermal_x1(1,i);
H_eff_y1 = -bias*(M_s*Omega1/(4*pi*R^3))*(sin(theta(i))*...
sin(phi(i)))-M_s*N_d_yy1*sin(theta1(i))*sin(phi1(i))+...
(3*lambda_s/(mu_0*M_s))*sigma(i)*sin(theta1(i))*sin(phi1(i))+thermal_y1(1,i);
H_eff_z1 = -bias*(M_s*Omega1/(4*pi*R^3))*(cos(theta(i)))-...
M_s*N_d_zz1*cos(theta1(i))+thermal_z1(1,i)+2*K_s0*cos(theta(i))/(mu_0*M_s*th);
end
m_x1(i) = gamma*(H_eff_z1*sin(theta1(i))*sin(phi1(i))...
-H_eff_y1*cos(theta1(i)))...
alpha*gamma*(H_eff_y1*sin(theta1(i))*cos(phi1(i))*sin(theta1(i))*sin(phi1(i))...
-H_eff_x1*(sin(theta1(i))*sin(phi1(i)))^(2)...
-H_eff_x1*cos(theta1(i))^(2)...
+H_eff_z1*sin(theta1(i))*cos(phi1(i))*cos(theta1(i)));
m_y1(i) = gamma*(H_eff_x1*cos(theta1(i))...
-H_eff_z1*sin(theta1(i))*cos(phi1(i)))...
-alpha*gamma*(H_eff_z1*sin(theta1(i))*sin(phi1(i))*cos(theta1(i))...
-H_eff_y1*cos(theta1(i))^(2)...
-H_eff_y1*(sin(theta1(i))*cos(phi1(i)))^(2)...
+H_eff_x1*sin(theta1(i))*cos(phi1(i))*sin(theta1(i))*sin(phi1(i)));
m_z1(i) = sqrt(1-(m_y1(i)^2+m_x1(i)^2));
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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theta1(i+1) =
theta1(i)+dt*((m_x1(i)*cos(phi1(i))+m_y1(i)*sin(phi1(i)))/cos(theta1(i)));
phi1(i+1) = phi1(i)+dt*((m_y1(i)*cos(phi1(i))m_x1(i)*sin(phi1(i)))/sin(theta1(i)));
end
sigma(i+1) = 0;
phi = phi*180/pi;
phi1 = phi1*180/pi;
theta = theta*180/pi;
figure(1)
hold on
plot (t,abs(theta))
[pks,locs,w,p] = findpeaks(phi);
format long
if freqfind == 1
period1 = locs(2+dif)-locs(1+dif);
period2 = locs(3+dif)-locs(2+dif);
period3 = locs(4+dif)-locs(3+dif);
period4 = locs(5+dif)-locs(4+dif);
period5 = locs(6+dif)-locs(5+dif);
freq(j+1) = 2*1e12/((period1+period2+period3+period4)/4);
end
phimax(j,1) = max(phi(1:sttstart));
phimin(j,1) = min(phi(1:sttstart));
if max(phi) > 180 || min(phi) < 0
switching(j) = 1;
else
switching(j) = 0;
end
if 90 <= theta(end) && theta(end) <= 270
success(j) = 1;
elseif -270 <= theta(end) && theta(end) <= -90
success(j) = 1;
else
success(j) = 0;
end
thetamax(j,1) = max(theta((sttstart-1000):sttstart));
thetamin(j,1) = min(theta((sttstart-1000):sttstart));
avg_final(j,1) = (thetamax(j,1)+thetamin(j,1))/2;
freq(j+1) = freq(j)+freqdiff;
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end
xlabel('Time (ns)')
ylabel('Angle (deg)')
avg_final;
maxphi = max(phimax);
minphi = min(phimin);
avg_phimax = sum(phimax(:,1))/m;
avg_phimin = sum(phimin(:,1))/m;
best_freq = table(freq(1:j)*10^-9,avg_final);
Highest_Deflection = sortrows(best_freq,2,'descend');
Frequencies = freq(1:j)/2;
switching_chance = sum(switching)/m;
success_chance = sum(success)/m
figure(1)
figure(2)
plot (t,sigma)
figure(3)
plot (t,beta(1:i+1))
toc

3. MATLAB code for Figure 2.5(c)
clc, clearvars, close all
tic
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%CONSTRAINTS
T = 300;
%[K] Temperature
sig = 0*100e6;
%[MPa] Stress applied in the Y-direction, ()=compression
frequency = 9.95e9;
%[Hz] Stress Frequency
freqdiff = 0.0e9;
sttstart = 8e3;
%[ps] Time When STT is Started
stttime = 0.7e3;
%[ps] How Long STT is Applied
sttbuildup = 0e3;
sttrampdown = 0e3;
sttfield = 0e3;
rest = 5e3;
%[ps] Time at End to Allow Magnets to Rest
tf = (sttstart+stttime+rest)*10^-12; %[s] Run Length
stresstime = sttstart+stttime; %[ps] Applied Stress Time
J = 0*1.6e11;
Jlow = 0*-1.5e11;
P = 0.8;
dif = 6;
%Number of peaks to skip when finding average
m = 10000;
%Number of simulations to run
bias = 0;
%Set to 1 for Bias Magnet
%thermal = 0;
%Set to 1 for thermal noise
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freqfind = 0;
%Set to 1 to find resonant frequency
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Constants
mu_0 = 4*pi*10^(-7);
%[H/m] Permeability of Free Space
K = 1.3806e-23;
%[m^2*kg/(s^2*K)] Boltzmann Constant
h_bar = (6.634e-34)/(2*pi);
e = 1.6e-19;
% Parameters
a = 50e-9;
%[m] Major Axis Diameter
b = 50e-9;
%[m] Minor Axis Diameter
th = 1.5e-9;
%[m] Thickness
Omega = 0.25*pi*a*b*th;
%[m^3] Volume
a1 = 102.75e-9;
%[m] Major Axis Diameter
b1 = 98.25e-9;
%[m] Minor Axis Diameter
th1 = 10e-9;
%[m] Thickness
Omega1 = 0.25*pi*a1*b1*th1;
%[m^3] Volume
M_s = 0.8e6;
%[A/m] Saturation Magnetization
alpha = 0.015;
%[-] Gilbert Damping Constant
gamma = 2.2e5;
%[-] Gyromagnetic Ratio
lambda_s = 350e-6;
%[-] Magnetostriction
R = 200e-9;
%[m] Center Distance Between Magnets
% Time
dt = 1e-12;
%[s] Time Step
n = int16((tf/dt)+1);
%Number of Steps
t = 0:dt:tf+dt;
K_eff = 40*(K*300)/(Omega);
K_s0 = (K_eff+mu_0*M_s^2/2)*th;
phimax = zeros(m,1);
phimin = zeros(m,1);
% Shape Anisotropy
N_d_yy = (pi/4)*(th/a)*(1-(1/4)*((a-b)/a)-(3/16)*((a-b)/a)^2);
N_d_xx = (pi/4)*(th/a)*(1+(5/4)*((a-b)/a)+(21/16)*((a-b)/a)^2);
N_d_zz = 1-(pi/4)*(th/a)*(2+((a-b)/a)+(18/16)*((a-b)/a)^2);
Check = N_d_xx+N_d_yy+N_d_zz;
%Check Should = 1
switching = zeros(m,1);
success = zeros(m,1);
barrier = mu_0*M_s^2*(N_d_xx-N_d_yy)/(3*lambda_s);
var = 2*alpha*K*T/(dt*gamma*M_s*Omega*mu_0);
epsilon = P/2;
o = 41;
jj = 4;
for kk = 1:jj
J = 0;
if kk == 2
sig = 30e6
frequency = 11.36e9;
elseif kk == 3
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sig = 60e6
frequency = 10.79e9;
elseif kk == 4
sig = 100e6
frequency = 9.95e9;
end
sig
for k = 1:o
parfor j = 1:m
freq = zeros(m,1);
freq(j) = frequency;
beta = zeros(n+1,1);
sigma = zeros(n,1);
theta = zeros(n,1);
phi = zeros(n,1);
m_x = zeros(n,1);
m_y = zeros(n,1);
m_z = zeros(n,1);
%Initial Conditions
theta(1) = 1*pi/180; %89.9*pi/180;
%[rad] (90 is in plane) Polar
Magnetization Angle
phi(1) = 89.84*pi/180;
%[rad] Azimuthal Magnetization Angle
m_y(1) = sin(theta(1))*sin(phi(1));
m_x(1) = sin(theta(1))*cos(phi(1));
m_z(1) = cos(theta(1));
thermal_x = sqrt(var)*randn(1,n);
thermal_y = sqrt(var)*randn(1,n);
thermal_z = sqrt(var)*randn(1,n);
for i = 1:n
counting = zeros(n+1,1);
counting(i) = i;
if i <= stresstime
if T > 0
sigma(i) = -sig*sin(2*pi*t(i)*freq(j));
else
sigma(i) = -sig*sin(2*pi*t(i)*freq(j));
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end
H_eff_x = M_s*N_d_xx*sin(theta(i))*cos(phi(i))+thermal_x(1,i);
H_eff_y = -M_s*N_d_yy*sin(theta(i))*sin(phi(i))+...
(3*lambda_s/(mu_0*M_s))*sigma(i)*sin(theta(i))*sin(phi(i))+thermal_y(1,i);
H_eff_z = M_s*N_d_zz*cos(theta(i))+thermal_z(1,i)+2*K_s0*cos(theta(i))/(mu_0*M_s*th);
else
sigma(i) = 0;
direction, (-)=compression

%Stress applied in the Y-

H_eff_x = M_s*N_d_xx*sin(theta(i))*cos(phi(i))+thermal_x(1,i);
H_eff_y = -M_s*N_d_yy*sin(theta(i))*sin(phi(i))+...
(3*lambda_s/(mu_0*M_s))*sigma(i)*sin(theta(i))*sin(phi(i))+thermal_y(1,i);
H_eff_z = M_s*N_d_zz*cos(theta(i))+thermal_z(1,i)+2*K_s0*cos(theta(i))/(mu_0*M_s*th);
end
if i <= sttstart || i > (sttstart+stttime+sttfield)
beta(i) = 0;
elseif i > sttstart && i <= (sttstart+sttbuildup)
slope = (h_bar*J/(th*M_s*mu_0*e))/(sttbuildup);
beta(i) = slope*(counting(i)-sttstart);
elseif i > (sttstart+(stttime-sttrampdown)) && i <=
(sttstart+stttime)
slope = (h_bar*J/(th*M_s*mu_0*e))/(sttrampdown);
beta(i) = -slope*(counting(i)-(sttstart+stttime));
elseif i > (stttime+sttstart) && i <= (stttime+sttstart+sttfield)
beta(i) = h_bar*Jlow/(th*M_s*mu_0*e);
else
beta(i) = h_bar*J/(th*M_s*mu_0*e);
end
m_x(i) = -gamma*(H_eff_z*sin(theta(i))*sin(phi(i))...
-H_eff_y*cos(theta(i)))...
alpha*gamma*(H_eff_y*sin(theta(i))*cos(phi(i))*sin(theta(i))*sin(phi(i))...
H_eff_x*(sin(theta(i))*sin(phi(i)))*(sin(theta(i))*sin(phi(i)))...
-H_eff_x*cos(theta(i))*cos(theta(i))...
+H_eff_z*sin(theta(i))*cos(phi(i))*cos(theta(i)))...
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+gamma*beta(i)*epsilon*(cos(theta(i))*sin(theta(i))*cos(phi(i)));
m_y(i) = -gamma*(H_eff_x*cos(theta(i))...
-H_eff_z*sin(theta(i))*cos(phi(i)))...
alpha*gamma*(H_eff_z*sin(theta(i))*sin(phi(i))*cos(theta(i))...
-H_eff_y*cos(theta(i))*cos(theta(i))...
H_eff_y*(sin(theta(i))*cos(phi(i)))*(sin(theta(i))*cos(phi(i)))...
+H_eff_x*sin(theta(i))*cos(phi(i))*sin(theta(i))*sin(phi(i)))...
+gamma*beta(i)*epsilon*(cos(theta(i))*sin(theta(i))*sin(phi(i)));
m_z(i) = -gamma*(H_eff_y*sin(theta(i))*cos(phi(i))...
-H_eff_x*sin(theta(i))*sin(phi(i)))...
alpha*gamma*(H_eff_x*sin(theta(i))*cos(phi(i))*cos(theta(i))...
H_eff_z*sin(theta(i))*cos(phi(i))*sin(theta(i))*cos(phi(i))...
H_eff_z*(sin(theta(i))*sin(phi(i)))*(sin(theta(i))*sin(phi(i)))...
+H_eff_y*sin(theta(i))*sin(phi(i))*cos(theta(i)))...
gamma*beta(i)*epsilon*(sin(theta(i))*cos(phi(i))*sin(theta(i))*cos(phi(i))...
+sin(theta(i))*sin(phi(i))*sin(theta(i))*sin(phi(i)));
theta(i+1) =
theta(i)+dt*(m_x(i)*cos(phi(i))+m_y(i)*sin(phi(i)))/cos(theta(i));
phi(i+1) = phi(i)+dt*(m_y(i)*cos(phi(i))m_x(i)*sin(phi(i)))/sin(theta(i));
end
sigma(i+1) = 0;
phi = phi*180/pi;
theta = theta*180/pi;
if 90 <= theta(end) && theta(end) <= 270
success(j) = 1;
elseif -270 <= theta(end) && theta(end) <= -90
success(j) = 1;
else
success(j) = 0;
end
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end
J
success_chance = sum(success)/m
J = J+0.1e11;
end
end
toc
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